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MUTATION DETECTION

DNA damage is a pervasive cause of
sequencing errors, directly
confounding variant identification
Lixin Chen, Pingfang Liu, Thomas C. Evans Jr.,* Laurence M. Ettwiller*

Mutations in somatic cells generate a heterogeneous genomic population and may
result in serious medical conditions. Although cancer is typically associated with somatic
variations, advances in DNA sequencing indicate that cell-specific variants affect a
number of phenotypes and pathologies. Here, we show that mutagenic damage accounts
for the majority of the erroneous identification of variants with low to moderate (1 to 5%)
frequency. More important, we found signatures of damage in most sequencing data sets in
widely used resources, including the 1000 Genomes Project and The Cancer Genome
Atlas, establishing damage as a pervasive cause of sequencing errors. The extent of this
damage directly confounds the determination of somatic variants in these data sets.

G
enomic variations in somatic cells can
result in disease states, including cancer
(1–3). Thus, accurate tumor-associated var-
iant detection, whichmay help direct person-
alized treatments, is important for cancer

diagnosis and prognosis. Next generation sequenc-
ing (NGS) has revolutionized variant identifi-
cation and characterization. Nonetheless, owing
to tumor heterogeneity and/or contamination
by normal cells, somatic cancer variants are often
found at low allelic frequencies (4, 5), confound-
ing their identification.
Detection of low allelic frequency variants is

achieved through deep sequencing and special-
ized data analysis algorithms that detect variants
in a limited number of reads. Data analysis is
challenged by artifactual errors that display the
same low allelic frequency as cancer mutations,
with the level of artifactual errors defining the
threshold for low allelic variant detection. Most
sequencing errors are thought to result from
polymerase chain reaction mistakes or sequenc-
ing miscalls (6). Meanwhile, mutagenic DNA
damage is recognized as a major source of se-
quencing errors only in specialized samples—for
example, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (7),
ancient (8), and circulating tumor DNA (9). Fur-
thermore, another study demonstrated that library
preparation induces oxidative damage (10), rais-
ing the possibility that sequencing high-quality
human genomic DNA may also be affected by
mutagenic damage.
We explored this possibility by measuring

damage in sequencing runs. For this, we used
the fact that mutagenic damage leads to a global
imbalance between variants detected in read
1 (R1) and read 2 (R2) in paired-end sequenc-

ing (Fig. 1A) (11). The degree of this imbalance
directly correlates with the amount of damage
present in a sample. We devised an analysis
strategy based on this imbalance to deconvolute
both the origin and orientation of variants and
computed a metric, the Global Imbalance Value
(GIV) score, that is indicative of damage (11).
The algorithm produces 12 GIV scores, one

per variant type. Here, a GIV score above 1.5 is
defined as damaged. At this GIV score, there
are 1.5 times more variants on R1 than on R2,
suggesting that at least one-third of the variants
are erroneous. Undamaged DNA samples have
a GIV score of 1. To experimentally validate the
GIV score and provide an independent damage
quantification, we used human genomic DNA
containing various amounts of 7,8-dihydro-8-
oxoguanine (8-oxo-dG), resulting in G-to-T trans-
versions after amplification (10, 12). We also
treated the damaged DNA with an enzyme cock-
tail that repairs DNA damage before library prep-
aration (11, 13). Sequencing the same sample with
and without DNA repair enzyme treatment quan-
tified the rate of erroneous variants specifically
introduced by damage. Confirming previous find-
ings (10), the G-to-T transversion frequency varied
according to library preparation conditions (figs.
S1 and S2) (11). Notably, excess G-to-T variants
were only observed in R1 sequences, whereas C-
to-A variants were in excess in R2 sequences, lead-
ing to a GIVG_T score > 1 (Fig. 1B). Repair enzyme
treatment abolished this imbalance and reduced
the GIVG_T score to 1. The GIV score correlated
with the variant excess measured experimen-
tally (fig. S1E), demonstrating that the GIV score
can be used to accurately estimate the extent of
damage in publicly available data sets. We es-
timated that the GIV score calculation is ac-
curate at >2 million reads (fig. S3B).
To estimate the extent of damage in public

data sets, we determined the GIV scores of in-

dividual sequencing runs from the 1000 Genomes
Project (14) and a subset of The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) data set (11). Both data sets showed
widespread damage, particularly those leading to
an excess of G-to-T variants (Fig. 2). Specifically,
41% of the 1000 Genomes Project data sets had
a GIVG_T score ≥ 1.5, indicative of damaged
samples (Fig. 2A). Furthermore, 73% of the TCGA
sequencing runs showed extensive damage, with
a GIVG_T > 2. This indicates that the majority of
G-to-T observations are erroneous and estab-
lishes damage as a pervasive cause of errors in
these data sets (Fig. 2B). Further, we found no
nucleotide context specificity of G-to-T imbal-
ances in these data sets (fig. S4). Additionally,
an A to T imbalance (fig. S5) leading to GIVT_A >
1.5 and a C to T imbalance (GIVC_T > 1.5) were
detected in 0.5 and 3% of the TCGA data set,
respectively (11). Finally, recent submissions to
TCGA (November to December 2015) displayed
similar G-to-T imbalances and accentuated A-to-T
imbalances (fig. S6). These results confirm that
most publicly available data sets, including recent
submissions to TCGA, have signatures of damage
leading to erroneous calls in at least one-third
of the G-to-T variant reads.
Our data showed damage leading to G-to-T

transversions to be stochastic (fig. S1A) (11). Such
stochasticity implies that errors derived from
damage are expected to be present at low allelic
fractions. Therefore, the identification of low-
frequency variants—e.g., somatic variants—would
be affected by damage, whereas variants pre-
sent at higher frequency—e.g., germline variants—
would be unaffected. To evaluate how damage
affects somatic variant identification, we repeated
the oxidative damage experiments using common
library preparation procedures. We further per-
formed target enrichment using a commercial
cancer panel probe set to achieve high sequencing
depth of 151 annotated cancer genes (Fig. 3A) (11).
Candidate variants were grouped according

to frequency, with very low (<1%), low to moderate
(1 to 5%), medium (6 to 10%) and high (>10%)
frequency classes. We found that DNA repair
eliminates 77 and 82% of G-to-T and C-to-A var-
iant positions in the very low and low to mod-
erate frequency classes, respectively, indicating
that those positions were erroneous and due to
damage (Fig. 3B) (11). Notably, most candidate
variant positions in the low- to moderate-frequency
class were due to damage despite harboring
multiple evidences of variant reads (≥3). The
imbalance of G-to-T compared with C-to-A posi-
tions in the unrepaired data set (Fig. 3C) confirms
the role of damage in erroneous variant calling.
In the 0.79-Mb region included in the cancer
panel, we found 195 genomic locations with low
to moderate G-to-T and C-to-A variants, with 50
marked as deleterious and 7 annotated as non-
sense, according to PredictSNP2 (15) (table S2).
In comparison, the repaired data set contained
only 12 genomic locations with low to moderate
G-to-T and C-to-A variants.
These results indicate that more than 180

positions are false positives and are directly con-
founding the identification of real somatic variants.
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This corresponds to approximately one erroneous
call per cancer gene. In summary, our data dem-
onstrate a direct link between damage and the
ability to accurately call variants at very low and
low to moderate frequency, a frequency typically
found for somatic variants.
To assess the extent that damage affects so-

matic variant calls in cancer samples, we used
Varscan (16), a popular analysis tool, to identify
germline and somatic variants for all TCGA tu-
mor samples with matched tumor-normal pairs

(11). We estimated the effect of damage on both
the high-confidence and total candidate variants
identified by Varscan. Before variant calling, R1
and R2 reads were independently grouped to
assess the global balance of somatic mutation
calls between the two groups. Analogous to GIV,
an excess of somatic mutation calls in one group
represents erroneous calls caused by damage. A
large excess of G-to-T compared with C-to-A
somatic variants was found for most data sets
(Fig. 4, A and B). Moreover, the fraction of G-to-T

variants compared with other variants increased
with the estimated damage measured by the
GIVG_T score (Fig. 4B). Importantly, data sets
of samples predicted to be severely damaged
showed an excess of high-confidence G-to-T so-
matic variants, demonstrating that damage af-
fects high-confidence somatic mutation calls in
these samples (Fig. 4C). In contrast, the fraction
of G-to-T germline variants was constant across
samples and showed no excess in the R1 reads
(Fig. 4D), as expected for high-frequency variants.
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Fig. 1. GIV score. (A) GIV score principle. Illumina sequencing adaptors P5
and P7 are directional in nature, enabling consistent paired-end sequenc-
ing within clusters. This property results in sequencing of the original
strand orientation in the R1 reads (from the P5 adaptor), whereas the
reverse complement orientation is read in the R2 reads (from the P7
adaptor). Because damage affects only one base of a pair, damage such as 8-
oxo-dG leads to an excess of G-to-T transversion errors when R1 is mapped
to a reference genome, whereas, the R2 reads will show an excess of the
reverse complement of G-to-T—i.e., C-to-A errors—instead. As a consequence,
there is a global imbalance in the number of G-to-T variants in R1 compared

with R2 sequences.This imbalance is specific to damage and is the basis of the
GIV score (left panel) (11). Contrasting with damage, true variations lead to no
imbalance (right panel). (B) Variant profile. The fraction of G-to-T (left panel)
and C-to-A variants (right panel) in R1 and R2 sequences were plotted as a
function of the read (R1 or R2) and position, in base pairs (bp). Acoustic
shearing in different solutions generated various levels of G-to-T in R1 or C-to-A
in R2. In all cases, treatment of the DNA sample with the repair enzyme
cocktail reduced the number of G-to-T variants to baseline levels consistent
with 8-oxo-dG damage being the cause of the excess G-to-T variants in the
unrepaired samples.
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Next, we estimated the false-positive rate of so-
matic variant calls and found that 78% of tumor
samples havemore than 50% false-positive G-to-T
somatic variant calls. Furthermore, the percent-
age of false positives strongly correlated (r = 0.79)
with the estimated damage in tumor samples
(Fig. 4E). This correlation between damage and
false-positive variant calls indicated that dam-
age is a direct cause of erroneous identification
of somatic variants. A smaller subset of the TCGA
data set was also identified with a large excess
of both total and high-confidence somatic variant
calls of the C-to-T type (fig. S7). Together, these
results highlight a major confounding effect of
damage, including high-confidence somatic mu-
tation calls in the TCGA data sets.
Finally, we evaluated how damage is affecting

current TCGA reference variant files. We down-
loaded the lung adenocarcinoma variant call for-
mat files that the TCGA recently generated as
part of their annotation workflow and focused
on high-confidence variant calls that passed all
filters. Focusing on damage leading to G to T, we
classified samples as weak or no damage (GIVG_T <
1.5) and heavy damage (GIVG_T > 4.5). The heavy
damage group showed an overall moderate
increase in the fraction of G-to-T and C-to-A can-
didate variants for all callers, with Mutect2 (17)

showing a significant (P < 0.05) difference in dis-
tributions (fig. S8). Mutect2 variant profiles dis-
played a 9% average increase in the fraction of
variants being either G-to-T or C-to-A in data
sets predicted to be heavily damaged compared
with weak or no damage data sets, suggesting
that large numbers of variants called with high
confidence are derived from artifactual dam-
age. This result is predicted to affect the accu-
rate identification of individual loci and may
lead to incorrect diagnostic conclusions in those
damaged samples.
To distinguish true from artifactual somatic

variants, standard strategies include increasing
sequencing coverage, setting stringent variant

frequency thresholds, and applying postprocessing
computational filters to derive high-confidence
variant calls. These stringent criteria can mini-
mize the effect of damage detected genome-wide,
as seen for the TCGA variant profiles. Applying
stringent criteria, however, does not guarantee
the elimination of all errors from damage and,
more important, can increase the false-negative
rate. For example, variant-calling algorithms can
include strand bias to eliminate artifacts, but
when faced with limited numbers of variant reads
there is a reasonable chance that all evidence
reads derived from the same strand orientation,
even for genuine variants. Thus, filtering steps
are de facto inferior substitutes to preventing
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Fig. 2. GIV scores (y axis) for the 12 nucleotide
substitutionclasses(xaxis). (A) The 1000Genomes
Project data set. (B) A subset of the TCGA data
set. Each point represents the GIV score of a sin-
gle sequencing run downsampled to 5 million reads.
The solid gray line denotes a GIVof 1.5.The bimodal
distribution of points observed in G-to-T and C-to-A
substitution classes corresponds to sequencing runs
with damage and without or limited amounts of
damage, respectively.

Fig. 3.Target enrichment experiment. (A) G-to-Tvariant profiles across reads R1 and R2 with (red) and
without (blue) DNA repair. (B) Number of variants per megabase (MB) of sequence per type (orange de-
notes G-to-Tvariants, blue denotes C-to-A variants, and shades of gray denote all other variants) at frequencies
indicated above the respective graph. (C) As in (B), except that only R1 reads were used for variant calling.
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mutagenic DNA damage from occurring in the
first place.
In this work, DNA repair has been used to

specifically eliminate oxidative damage in our
experimental setup for the purpose of evaluating
the GIV score and understanding how damage
affects variant calling. Additional work will be
required to properly identify conditions that will
be effective in eliminating damage from TCGA,
1000 Genomes Project samples, and sequencing
samples in general.
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Fig. 4. Variants identified in TCGA data sets. (A) About 1800 tumor sequencing runs sorted by increasing GIVG_T score. (B) Somatic variant profiles (Varscan) for
the tumor samples sorted by increasing GIVG_Tscores.The fraction of G-to-T (orange) somatic variant calls is higher than C-to-A (blue) for most data sets, and the fraction
of G-to-Tcalls increases with increasing GIVG_Tscore. (C) As in (B), using the high-confidence somatic variant calls from Varscan. (D) As in (B), except the germline variant
calls are represented. (E) Estimated false-positive rate (in %) (y axis) of somatic G-to-Tcandidate variants found using Varscan as a function of the GIVG_Tscore (x axis).
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